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Though the Geant4 Simulation Toolkit has been widely accepted in the particle therapy community, with research
and clinical use at most of the major centers currently involved in this innovative approach to cancer treatment, the
high level of Geant4 expertise required for these applications has proven a serious barrier for users. The
PTSim collaboration in Japan and the TOPAS collaboration in the United States wrap and extend the Geant4 toolkit
to meet the needs of this critical community. PTSim has provided a common platform to model three Japanese proton
and ion therapy facilities plus three more in other countries, allowing users who are not Geant4 experts to accurately
and efficiently run Geant4 simulations for any of these pre-built configurations. Building on a rich history of proton
therapy applications at MGH (site of the world's first proton therapy system), NCC Korea, and elsewhere, the TOPAS
project aims to take flexibility further, allowing any particle therapy clinician or researcher to Geant4-simulate their
own real or envisioned facility still without requiring a Geant4 expert. We describe these projects, how their designs bridge the gap between flexibility and ease of use, what key missing software components they have
contributed and how the two projects may evolve together.
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I. Introduction 1
Geant41, 2) is a software toolkit to simulate the interaction
of particles in matter. It has been widely used in various
fields from high energy physics (HEP) to nuclear physics to
space and medicine. A key area for Geant4 in medical physics has been particle therapy, radiation therapy performed
with protons or heavy ions.
Particle therapy promises improved treatment and reduced
side effects for many cancers compared with other therapeutic options such as x-ray or surgery. Thirty-five particle
therapy centers are currently in operation world wide, with at
least twenty-five more currently in planning or construction.3) Monte Carlo simulation can be helpful in design of
such treatment facilities and in the comparison of treatment
plans. Such Geant4 simulations have been carried out at
many institutions with good agreement to measurement.4, 5)
While Geant4 has been heavily used in medical physics
research, applications on the clinical side are limited by issues of computation speed and, more importantly, the level
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of Geant4 expertise required to perform these simulations.
Key differences between the needs of clinical medical physics and those of Geant4's original user base, high energy
physics, result in needs not met by the already rich toolkit of
Geant4.
In parallel with improvements to accuracy and speed
within Geant4 itself, groups of Geant4 developers and medical physicists have formed focused projects to address the
specific needs of this community for reliability, repeatability,
geometry, accuracy, speed, functionality and ease of use.
This paper describes two such efforts, one in Japan,
PTSim (Particle Therapy Simulation),6) and another in the
United States, TOPAS (TOol for PArticle Simulation). Both
projects are designed along principles of Object-Oriented
technology, are implemented like Geant4 in the language
C++ and have committed to make their software freely
available. The goal is that all users of particle therapy facilities, researchers and clinicians, should be able to exploit
Monte Carlo simulation with improved reliability, repeatability and ease of use.
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Table 1 Institutions Sampled for PTSim Use Cases

Institution
National Institute of Radiological Science (NIRS)
National Cancer Center
East Hospital (NCC-East)
Hyogo Ion Beam Medical
Center(HIBMC)

Location
Chiba, Japan

Particle
carbon

Kashiwa,
Japan
Hyogo, Japan

proton

University of California
San Francisco (UCSF)

San
Francisco, USA

German Cancer Research
Center(DKFZ)
CATANA at INFN Catania

Heidelberg,
Germany
Catania, Italy
Tsukuba,
Japan

Proton Medical Research
Center at U. of Tsukuba

proton
and carbon
proton
(UC
Davis)
carbon
(GSI)
proton
proton

II. PTSim Overview
PTSim has been developed in the project, “Development
of simulation framework for advanced radio therapy”,
funded by the Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST)
in the program of Core Research for Evolutional Research
and Technology(CREST), October 2003 to March 2010.
This joint project among Geant4 developers, physicists and
medical physicists produced a software suite for simulating
particle therapy with a special focus on carbon therapy. Efforts on further development of PTSim are still under way to
include more functionality and improve the performance.
The design of PTSim was based on use-cases sampled
from medical physicists at the treatment facilities shown in
Table 1. PTSim includes a class library for geometry description, material definition, optimized physics process
setting (PhysicsList in the Geant4 context), scorers, event
level parallel processing and the main program.

III. TOPAS Overview
Building on a rich history of Geant4 proton therapy applications at Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH, site of
the worlds first proton therapy system), the National Cancer
Center Korea (NCC),7) and elsewhere, the US National Institutes of Health-funded TOPAS project aims to take
flexibility further. With TOPAS, any particle therapy clinician or researcher will be able to Geant4-simulate their own
real or envisioned facility (modify an existing design, create
a whole new one) still without requiring a Geant4 expert.
TOPAS adds advanced I/O facilities for "phase space files",
extends handling for patient scan data, phantoms and dosimetry devices, and provides a comprehensive "sequence
management" system to handle the many time-dependent
aspects of a particle-therapy setup (parts that physically
move during treatment, such as modulator wheels or range
shifters, fields that vary during treatment, such as for
VOL. 2, OCTOBER 2011

Fig. 1

Example PTSim beam line components

scanned beam treatments, or other time-varying quantities,
such as beam current that is modulated during treatment).
Like PTSim, TOPAS assures relevance to its user domain by
teaming Geant4 developers and medical physicists in a single close collaboration.

IV. Geometry
Both PTSim and TOPAS take the point of view that the
medical physics user should not need to be an expert in
Geant4 geometry description. While the geometry capabilities of Geant4 are significant, they can be confusing for new
users. PTSim and TOPAS provide easier ways to describe
geometry (while still allowing the user to use the full Geant4
C++). The PTSim user can access a library of already
created beamline components and can adjust them from macro commands. The TOPAS user has similar capabilities
configurable from control files.
PTSim and TOPAS are developed with the understanding
that most users will not need to re-implement the geometry
descriptions of a complete treatment facility. Rather, they
will take an implementation from a previous user and then
apply slight changes of their own. We therefore provide easy
ways to share implementations between users.
In medical physics applications, we cannot rely on constructive solid geometry for all of the geometry as done in
HEP. Geometry from DICOM files (Digital Imaging and
Communications in Medicine, from the National Electrical
Manufacturers Association8)) and CAD (Computer Aided
Design) play significant roles described below.
1. Beam Line Geometry
Through a study of many potential users, PTSim identified that many of sampled facilities have common
components in their beam lines. PTSim provides abstract
classes for these common components such that users can
implement their own specific components by inheriting from
these abstract classes. The most difficult to implement but
most important components in a beam line are lateral beam
spreading systems and range modulators. The base classes
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3. Geometry Uncertainty
Accuracy of geometry models in medical applications can
be limited by manufacturer tolerance and the proprietary
confidential nature of some aspects of medical equipment
design. Where fully accurate designs are unavailable, the
user is forced to rely on simplified drawings and with limited
observation of the relevant components. Such uncertainties
must be handled by the addition of free parameters to the
models.12)

Fig. 2

Example beam line with simulated particles

for Wobbler magnets, scatterers, Ridge filters, propeller
blades, beam scanning magnet and so on are provided within
PTSim to make the implementation of such components
easier (see Fig. 1).
After the individual components have been implemented,
their positions and angles relative to the beam line are adjusted. Figure 2 shows a PTSim example of a beam line
with simulated particles.
The TOPAS project encapsulates component designs
from earlier Geant4 implementations of the MGH and
KNCC proton therapy beamlines. Future improvements to
TOPAS will include the ability to import components from
CAD. Such capabilities, originally developed for the Geant4
space user community are now being used for import of
beam line components.9)
2. Patient Geometry
Hospital information systems typically provide patient
scan information, from CT or MRI, in DICOM format. The
DICOM represents the patient image as a contiguous set of
voxels formed into a box (of typical dimensions, 512 × 512
× 256 voxels, with each voxel on the order of a half mm on a
side). A scalar for each voxel represents the scanned value in
that voxel. Because the overall DICOM forms a box, it is
common for the DICOM to include both the patient and
some amount of air around the patient. PTSim and TOPAS
both include code to import such information and to automatically convert DICOM density information (Hounsfield
units) into material information (composition and density) .10,11)
PTSim also includes the capability to process the additional information present in the Radio Therapy extensions
(RT) of the DICOM-RT format. This provides additional
information about treatment settings (beam and patient angles, etc.) for each patient but is typically specialized to only
a specific institution (the format contains a large amount of
user-defined information). Thus while DICOM is well established, usage of DICOM-RT is still limited. Among facilities
sampled by PTSim, RT is used only by HIBMC and the
PTSim DICOM-RT interface is therefore specialized for
HIBMC.

4. Geometry Overlaps
Another unique aspect of geometry for medical physics
applications is the potential for overlap between parts of the
treatment apparatus and parts of the patient geometry. Recall
that the patient is represented in the DICOM format as a box,
including some of the air around the patient. Because most
particle therapy treatments bring the final parts of the beam
delivery system very close to the patient, some parts of that
beam delivery system may overlap some of the air parts of
the DICOM. This can be dealt with by trimming back these
air regions, but a more common solution is to mediate the
calculation through a phase space file. In this technique, the
output of the beam delivery simulation is recorded at a surface (generally a plane just after the beam delivery system),
and this list of stored particles is then replayed from that
plane through the patient.
5. Motion
Particle therapy involves many moving and otherwise
time-dependent parts. A key component of many particle
therapy systems, the range modulator wheel, moves
throughout the treatment to change the depth penetration of
the particles in the patient. Beam current may also be modulated during the treatment. Other treatment head
components may move in or out of field during treatment to
change scatter or collimation. The entire treatment gantry
and/or patient couch may move to adjust the beam angle.
Scanned beam therapy includes time-dependent magnetic
fields to steer the beam.13,14) Finally, the patient is always
moving, simply through breathing and gradual shifting of
organs.15) PTSim accommodates much of this and TOPAS
goes further to a comprehensive "sequence management"
system.
6. Output Geometry
Visualization of patient geometry presents its own challenges to Geant4. While Geant4 already contained a wide
variety of visualization drivers for investigation and presentation of the most complex constructive solid geometry,16)
there were no tools to adequately represent the volumetric
information of DICOM input or patient dose output.
To address this issue, PTSim developed a novel DICOM
and volume data visualization system called gMocren.17,18)
The gMocren system can represent DICOM outputs from
multi vendor CTs and overlay additional Geant4 data such as
treatment head geometry, particle trajectories and calculated
dose in an integrated, highly interactive visualization.
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VII. Usability
Because it is an extremely general purpose toolkit, and
because its original user community, HEP, involves large
collaborations that can spend significant personnel resources
on simulation development, Geant4 emphasizes flexibility. It
is the role of applications such as PTSim and TOPAS to
wrap Geant4 into something easier to use for a particular
user community. In clinical medical physics, usability means
reliability, and repeatability as much as ease of use.

Fig. 3

gMocren image of dose overlaid on DICOM image

Figure 3 shows a Geant4 dose distribution simulation
overlaid on a DICOM image. The gMocren client has been
made freely available to all Geant4 users, with a corresponding volume data interface built into the Geant4
visualization system.

V. Accuracy and Validation
Accuracy requirements for particle therapy are on the order of a few percent. If Monte Carlo is much less accurate
than that, users will instead opt for faster parameterized methods. Validation of simulation results against measurements
has been done for protons and carbon ions. After improving
Geant4 electromagnetic and hadron physics (in concert with
the larger Geant4 community), PTSim reproduces dose profiles of therapeutic carbon and proton beams measured in
water phantoms within the required accuracy in radiotherapy.19-21) TOPAS collaborators from MGH have achieved
similar results.22)

VI. Calculation Time Requirements
Monte Carlo is inherently calculation-time intensive. A
typical head and neck dose calculation at MGH requires 240
hours of running on a standard 2 GHz PC (run overnight as
20 jobs of 12 hours each). While simulation production in
HEP may involve thousands of processors running continuously for many months, usage patterns for clinical medical
physics follow more of a burst pattern. Running for 15 minutes on a thousand processors is more useful than a
thousand minutes on 15 processors. PTSim includes a parallel execution option using MPI (Message Passing
Interface)23) and also SAGA (Simple API for Grid Applications).24) TOPAS will include similar kinds of tools to
simplify management of large numbers of parallel jobs suitable for cluster, grid and cloud solutions.
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1. Reliability
PTSim and TOPAS give the user pre-built sets of particle
therapy beamline components, already validated against experimental data. They incorporate proven solutions for
patient data import and validated sets of physics options.
TOPAS will go on to add principles from Integrated Safety
Management, in particular the use of Engineering versus
Administrative Controls. The former means that the user will
be specifically locked out from certain unreliable practices.
For example, if any key setting is changed by the user in the
middle of a run (something one may want to do for test purposes only), the code will automatically tag this run as "test
only" and will refuse to send output to the standard output
area.
2. Repeatability
TOPAS will incorporate the concept of Data Provenance,
which tags a given result with all of the information that
explains how that result was obtained. This accommodates
the natural working method of the medical physicist, to
change just one variable at a time, rerun the simulation and
compare the results.
3. Ease of Use
Geant4's great flexibility is known to come with a steep
learning curve. Domain-specific applications such as PTSim
and TOPAS can help, providing examples of applications
that are already close to the user's final requirements.
Among the features PTSim has contributed back to the
Geant4 distribution to make Geant4 easier to use is a simplified scoring system. Geant4's original users were content to
each develop their own sensitive detectors (detector development was a core Geant4 use case). Medical users on the
other hand may simply wish to score standard quantities
(dose, energy, etc.) in a simple surface or volume. The new
scoring system now included in all Geant4 distributions allows the user to define scoring surfaces and volumes from
C++ code or even from simple commands.
Both PTSim and TOPAS provide example applications
that are already close to the user's final requirements. PTSim
provides the user a library of pre-built particle therapy
beamline components. TOPAS also includes such components, and adds an easy way for the user to modify such
components through control files. The TOPAS architecture
allows users to modify existing components or model new
ones and then easily share these models with collaborators.
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TOPAS has added an easy to use phase space input/output
module so that the set of particles passing through a given
surface can be easily written out to a standard,
IAEA-compliant, file format and then later read back in as
new primary particles.
In medical physics, there are times when one wishes to
calculate dose as if the body were just water, and other times
where one wishes to calculate dose as if the body were its
full set of complex materials. TOPAS will calculate dose in
both ways. This feature is particularly important for particle
therapy, given the heavy dependence of proton and carbon
dose on material.25,26) TOPAS will extend its patient-import
code to also handle various forms of computational phantoms27) and various common dosimetry devices.

7)

8)
9)

10)

11)

VIII. Conclusion
The concepts employed in PTSIM and TOPAS have
proven practical for proton beam simulations in radiotherapy.
PTSim has been used at many treatment facilities including
NIRS, NCC-East, HIBMC and etc. TOPAS has been used to
model the IBA and STAR beamlines at MGH's Francis H
Burr Proton Center, the proton therapy eye treatment line
operated by UCSF at UC Davis, and will be opening to selected alpha testers in the fall of 2011. Because PTSim will
soon be moving to the Apache software license28) with liberal terms similar to those already in the TOPAS project plan,
the two teams anticipate strong sharing of components in the
near future.

12)

13)

14)

15)
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